
The V-Move XL+ uses an AC motor, which is superior to the 
DC motor found in most other tugs. You will substantially 
reduce repairs and repairs costs as you won't have to replace 
brushes or commutators with the XL+, resulting in reduced 
downtime. We offer optional Lithium batteries so the V-
Move® XL can be partially or fully charged mid-day, or when 
needed, much quicker than with conventional batteries - and 
the batteries will last longer than other types.

V-MOVE
®
 XL+ Cart Mover

The V-Move® XL+ cart mover has been specially designed to move 
shopping carts in all weather conditions and up slopes.  It has a 
wireless remote control so you can operate the pusher from the 
front of the line. The XL+ moves up to 6,500 kg or 14,330 lb and 
comes standard with a heavy-duty trans-axle. You can use the XL+ 
to move waste bins or plow snow to maximize usefulness of your 
tug.

Eliminate motor repairs and save money Push more carts up-hill vs other cart pushers

Reduce Repair Costs Increase Productivity Reduce Downtime
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The AC motor design means less downtime



VOLTAGE/WATTAGE

DRIVELINE AC (brushless) motor with heavy duty transaxle
CAPACITY ON FLAT SURFACE 6,500 KG/14,330 lb 

MAX SPEED 6 KM/H or 3.7 MPH
MAX WEIGHT ON UNIT 650 KG/1,433 lb

BATTERY 2x12V DEEP CYCLE MAINTENANCE FREE; OPTION FOR UPGRADE TO LITHIUM ION FOR THE LONGEST RUN TIME
DIMENSIONS 168x87x100 cm or 66x34x39 inches 

  WEIGHT  310+ KG/683+ lb

CART ATTACHMENT
Every cart pusher comes with a custom 
sized cart attachment that is designed 
for your particular carts or a universal 

one if you have multiple sized carts.

OPTIONAL WEIGHT
Optional weight plates for the XL+ 
Cart Pusher top, bottom, side and 
front are available to give better 

traction in the snow and on slopes.
Also, optional snow plow attachment.

WIRELESS REMOTE
Standard, is a wireless remote control 
that has all the operations of the tug in 
your hand. We include a long bungee 

cord to keep all the carts together 
while decelerating and stopping.

TILTING HANDLE
The V-Move® comes with a tilting 
ergonomic handle that naturally 

stands upright.
Standard features are a horn, 

flashing light, ignition lock, battery 
indicator and speed control. 

WHEELS/TIRES
Various tires are available, such 

as pneumatic all-season tread 
tires(standard), solid tires, 

non-marking tires and snow 
tires.

OPTIONAL HITCHES
We can add optional hitches, including 
weight-bearing or hydraulic hitches that 
allow you to use your cart pusher to push 
or pull other heavy objects. This doubles 

the usefulness of your investment.

CHARGER UL & CSA APPROVED - 10A to 50A available as well as CEC energy efficient charger available

Specifications subject to change at any time.

V-Move® XL+
24 Volt / 1.7 kw  with boost to 4.6 HP 

One-year limited warranty*
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